
Viticulture 
ex ÆQuO

OIV Special Mention

El potEncial aromático dE las variEdadEs dE vid  
cultivadas En Galicia 
Mar Vilanova De La Torre, 
José Maria Marques Oliveira, 
Ricardo Rivas Barros 
Spanish 
Published by Xunta de Galicia

“El potencial aromático de las variedades de vid cultivadas en Galicia” 
is a study on the aromas of the grapevine varieties of Galicia. It 
includes a comprehensive overview of current viticulture growth in 
this Spanish Autonomous Community.

vinifEra, l’italia dEi vitiGni 
Riccardo Cotarella 
Italian 
Published by Assoenologi SOC COOP 

“Vinifera, l’Italia dei Vitigni” covers Italian biodiversity through culture 
and traditions, across all Italy’s regions. The information on each 
indigenous variety is illustrated with photographs that take you on a 
journey across the peninsula.

GuidE pratiquE dE la taillE Guyot 
prévEnir lEs maladiEs du bois 
Marco Simonit, Massimo Giudici, 
Lorenzo Manfreda, Marco Ostan, 
Riccardo Turata, Alessandro Zanutta 
French 
Published by les Editions France Agricole GFA

Using a new system of keywords, the “Guide pratique de la taille 
Guyot. Prévenir les maladies du bois” can be used to follow all the 
stages from training the vine to the start of its production. Beginners 
will become experts in this pruning technique and practitioners will 
find the explanations behind the theory.

Viticulture  
and enOlOgy

vinEs & vinification 
Sally Easton 

English 
Published by WSET Wine & Spirit Education Trust

“Vines & Vinification” accurately summarises the science of viticulture 
and winemaking. This reference text is a major improvement in 

the teaching supports designed for the WSET courses in wine and 
spirits..

enOlOgy 
ex ÆQuO

Vinařská Technologie 
Josef Balík, Jan Stávek 

Czech 
Published by Národní Vinařské Centrum, o.p.s.

“Vinařská technologie” comprises the basic elements for producing 
quality wine and grape based products together with the related 
current regulations. Comments from professionals illustrate this 

winemaking “guide” targeting the Central European countries.

guides de bonnes praTiques d’hygiène - Filière Vins 
Coordinated by Aurélie Camponovo 

French 
Published by Les Editions des Journaux Officiels

“Guides de bonnes pratiques d’hygiène - Filière vins” will 
enable winegrowers to keep wine production under control by 

recommending suitable resources, methods and self-monitoring 
procedures to achieve this (decision trees, risk management 

strategies for consumer health, etc.).
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Economy

OIV Special Mention

análisis dE un sEctor: rioja 4.0 
Emilio Barco Royo 
Spanish 
Published by Consejería de Agricultura. Gobierno de La Rioja

“Análisis de un sector: Rioja 4.0” is a discussion tool which is based on 
a compilation of historical and current data. It is a careful analysis of 
the impact of different factors that could influence the future of the 
Rioja appellation after 2030.

1) WinE Globalization:  
a new comparaTiVe hisTory 
with 
2) global wine markeTs, 1860 To 2016:  
a statistical compEndium 
1 : Kym Anderson, Vicente Pinilla 
Published by Cambridge University Press 
2 : Kym Anderson, Signe Nelgen, Vicente Pinilla 
Published by University of Adelaide Press  
English 

“Wine Globalization: A New Comparative History” is the analysis of 
the statistics of “Global Wine Markets, 1860 to 2016: a statistical 
compendium”. The data on global wine markets collected since 2011 
makes this THE reference for changes in the vitiviniculture sector, 
the production and trends of the 20 largest markets over a period of 
more than 150 years.

FinE Arts, PAinting

dans les coulisses du champagne 
Scriptwriter Maxe L’Hermenier 

Drawer Benoît Blary 
French 

Published by Les Editions Jungle

“Dans les coulisses du champagne” is a graphic novel which offers a 
new approach to understanding the process of creating champagne, 
from cultivation to the winemaking process. The reader is taken on a 

journey of discovery in Champagne through the seasons, through the 
author’s conversations with a Champagne winemaker.

literature, nOVel

OIV Special Mention 

lE tEstamEnt dE virGilE 
Isabelle Chrétien 

French 
Published by Les Editions Féret

“Le testament de Virgile” is an emotion-filled novel which is not only 
a hymn to life but also a unique lesson in tasting. Sincerity, intimacy 

and knowledge: a successful blend!

OIV Special Mention

 
undersTanding wine chemisTry 
Andrew L. Waterhouse, Gavin L. Sacks, 
David W. Jeffery 
English (Chinese publication expected in 2019) 
Published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd

“Understanding Wine Chemistry” is an analysis of all the chemical 
and biochemical aspects of the major phases in wine production. 
The scientific knowledge needed to produce quality wine is provided 
informatively.

FinE Arts, PAinting
 
 

lE vin dEs pEintrEs  
une hisToire hédonisTe de l’arT (XVe-XXe siècle) 

Jean Serroy 
French 

Published by Les Editions de La Martinière

“Le vin des peintres - Une histoire hédoniste de l’art (XVe-XXe siècle)” 
celebrates wine by analysing the complex relationships that exist 

between painting and wine and painters’ relationships with wine. A 
hundred works illustrate the role of wine in different societies and 

situations in life from ancient mythology to the 20th century..



History And LitErAturE 

OIV Special Mention  
EX ÆQUO

chilean wine an illusTraTed hisTory /  
el Vino de chile una hisToria ilusTrada 
Rodrigo Alvarado Moore 
Alejandro Hernández Muñoz 
Illustrated by Fabián Todorovic Karmelic 
Spanish or English 
Published by Origo Ediciones

“Chilean Wine. An Illustrated History/El vino de Chile. Una Historia 
Illustrada” presents the illustrated history of Chilean wine from the 
origins of the vine to its establishment around the world, based on an 
extensive bibliography and statistical data.

les Vins de bordeauX à l’épreuVe de la seconde guerre mondiale 
1938-1950 
Sébastien Durand 
French 
Published by Memoring Éditions

“Les vins de Bordeaux à l’épreuve de la Seconde Guerre mondiale 
1938-1950” is a convincing description of the erratic relations 
between politics and viticulture. This study of the economic history 
of winemaking during the Second World War is based on meticulous 
and detailed research.

WinE And HEALtH

l’ivrEssE du soldat 
Charles Ridel 
French  
Published by Les Éditions Vendémiaire

“L’ivresse du soldat” tackles the social and political subject of alcohol 
abuse and alcoholism among soldiers during the First World War 
and the consequences on the front (the significant effect of wine and 
alcohol in preparing for combat and on troop morale), but also the 
returning home of soldiers suffering with chronic alcoholism.

discovEring And PrEsEnting WinEs 

Granddad tEll mE about GrapEvinEs! 
Pascale Bounet, Françoise Etourneaud 

English  
Published by Les Editions Féret

“Granddad Tell me about Grapevines!” targeting a very young 
audience, this describes every stage in the production of wine. 

Enjoyable, clear, amusing and instructive, the young reader will want 
to find out more about the characters and their life working with 

grapevines.

OIV Special Mention  
Ex ÆQUO

ausTralian wine - sTyle and TasTe, people and places 
Directed by Patrick Iland, with Peter Gago, Andrew Caillard, Peter Dry 

English 
Published by Patrick Iland Wine Promotions Pty Ltd

“Australian Wine - Style and taste, people and places” is aimed at 
wine consumers and explains the terroirs and styles of Australian 

wines and the wine industry in Australia. Testimonials from various 
people involved in the sector gives depth to the information.

vous allEz Enfin vous y connaîtrE En vin 
Sébastien Durand-Viel et David Cobbold, authors 

Illustrations of Bertrand Hoquet 
French  

Published by Larousse

“Vous allez enfin vous y connaître en Vin” demystifies the discourse 
and through its choice of illustrations, is an informative and 

humorous response to the questions that any wine consumer may 
initially have about the process. The connoisseur can also “refresh” 

their own ideas about wine and tasting.
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WinEs And tErritoriEs

wines oF Japan - 日本 の ワ イ ン 
Teiji Takahashi, Kimie Harada, Kazuhiko Kobayashi, 
Hiroshi Saito 
Japanese or English 
Published by Ikaros Publications Ltd

“Wines of Japan” is a travelling companion for exploring Japanese 
wine and its specific features: a description of the vineyards, the 
history, evolution and development of wine production in the various 
regions and the winemakers’ desire to become experts in wine 
production.

WinEs And gAstronomy

les accords meTs-Vins. un arT French 
Directed by Jean-Robert Pitte 
French 
Published by CNRS Editions

“Les accords mets-vins. Un art French” showcases the development 
and importance of the history of wine and food pairings, with a 
wealth of sources, a specific bibliography, a wide historical scope 
between tradition and modernity and global geographic coverage.

OIV Special Mention 
Ex ÆQUO

champagne VineT och odlarna 
Britt Karlsson, Per Karlsson 

Swedish 
Published by Carlsson Bokförlag

“Champagne vinet och odlarna” brings together statistics, the history 
of Champagne and the authors’ own experiences in a modern 
and stimulating approach, which makes for a convincing read. 

The balanced structure will enable Swedish readers to search for 
information with ease.

diVersiTà dei VigneTi della sVizzera iTaliana: sTaTo aTTuale e 
prospEttivE 

Valeria Trivellone, Marco Moretti 
Italien 

Published by STSN Società Ticinese di Scienze Naturali e Museo Cantonale 
di Storia Naturale

“Diversità dei vigneti della Svizzera italiana: stato attuale e 
prospettive” has brought together several scientific studies 

conducted over the last 10 years on the theme of the biodiversity of 
the vineyards in Italian-speaking Switzerland. The comprehensive 

and modern approach to agroecology methods could be applied to 
other wine producing regions of the world.

symPosiA ProcEEdings 

proceedings oF The 16Th ausTralian wine indusTry Technical 
confErEncE 

Coordinated by Ella Robinson, Peter Dry, Dan Johnson 
English 

Published by The Australian Wine Industry Technical Conference Inc.

“Proceedings of the 16th Australian Wine Industry Technical 
Conference” is a collection of 55 articles covering all aspects of wine 
production. The methodical layout of the wide variety of traditional 
or emerging topics allows easy navigation of the document which is 

freely and openly available on the internet.

monogrAPHs And sPEciALisEd studiEs 

le Val de loire, Terres de chenin 
Christian Asselin, author coordinator 
of the collective of nearly 100 contributors 
French 
Published by Auto Edition Pascal Girault «Les caves se rebiffent »

“Le Val de Loire, Terres de Chenin” precisely and clearly details 
the diversity of the terroir of the Loire Valley and the integration 
of the Chenin grape variety. It brings together a body of historical, 
geographical, ampelographic and organoleptic knowledge and 
testimonials from many leading figures from the world of wine.


